38 Three-dimensional genome organization plays an important role in many biological 39 processes. Yet, how the genome is packaged at the molecular level during mammalian 40 spermatogenesis remains unclear. Here, we performed Hi-C in seven sequential 41 stages during mouse spermatogenesis. We found that topological associating 42 domains (TADs) and chromatin loops underwent highly dynamic reorganization. They 43 displayed clear existence in primitive type A spermatogonia, disappearance at 44 pachytene stage, and reestablishment in spermatozoa. Surprisingly, even in the 45 absence of TADs and chromatin loops at pachytene stage, CTCF remained bound at 46 TAD boundary regions (identified in primitive type A spermatogonia). Additionally, 47 many enhancers and promoters exhibited features of open chromatin and transcription 48 remained active at pachytene stage. A/B compartmentalization and segmentation ratio 49 were conserved in different stages of spermatogenesis in autosomes, although there 50 were A/B compartment switching events correlated with gene activity changes. 51 Intriguingly, A/B compartment structure on the X chromosome disappeared during 52 pacSC, rST and eST stages. Together, our work uncovered a dynamic three-53 dimensional chromatin organization during mouse spermatogenesis and suggested 54 that transcriptional regulation could be independent of TADs and chromatin loops at 55 specific developmental stages. 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 Introduction
With the ATAC-seq data, we could infer the TF occupancy at the TF motif regions from 288 the chromatin accessibility [42] . We particularly focused on the CTCF motif as it was 289 one of the major weavers of 3D chromatin structure [43] . Interestingly, we found that 290 chromatin accessibilities at CTCF motifs appeared highly similar between PriSG-A 291 and pacSC ( Fig 4E) . This result suggested that CTCF could still bind to chromatin in 292 cells without TADs (i.e. in pacSC and rST). To further confirm this possibility, we 293 performed CTCF ChIP-Seq in pacSC and rST. Our data showed that CTCF bound to 294 TAD boundaries (according to those in PriSG-A) although TADs were largely lost in 295 pacSC and rST ( Fig 4F and 4G ). The binding of CTCF exhibited a comparable strength 296 as that in mESC cells from ENCODE data ( Fig 4G) . These findings suggested that 297 CTCF binding to chromatin was not sufficient to maintain chromatin loops and TADs, 298 and that the CTCF binding on the 1D genome (by ChIP-Seq or motifs) did not predict 299 the 3D connections mediated by CTCF (CTCF looping). . To elaborate this phenomenon, we calculated the local Hi-424 C interaction frequencies (distance no longer than 10Mb) between the strongest A 425 compartments (the top 300 compartments ranked by PC1 values in PCA analysis), 426 and found that these strongest A-A compartment interactions were largely 427 strengthened in both pacSC and rST, comparing to that in PriSG-A (P <0.05, Man-428 Whitney U test) ( Fig 6G and 6H) . These pacSC and rST specific enhanced A to A 429 compartment structures were highly enriched for transcriptional activities as indicated 430 by our Pol II S2P ChIP-Seq ( Fig 6E and 6F ), suggesting that these enhanced 431 compartments structures were transcriptionally correlated and potentially driven by 432 local transcriptional hyper-activities at these stages. 
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Here, we conducted systematic epigenomic profiling and Hi-C analysis in eight 443 sequential spermatogenic cells/stages and documented highly dynamic 444 reorganization of the 3D genome architecture during mouse spermatogenesis. These 445 datasets revealed that the higher-order chromatin structures underwent dramatic 446 changes during spermatogenesis in the scales of TADs and chromatin loops (Fig 7) . 
